Studies of leukotriene B4-specific binding and function in rat polymorphonuclear leukocytes: absence of a chemotactic response.
Rat PMN isolated from peripheral blood show a small amount of high-affinity (specific) binding of [3H]-LTB4 at nanomolar concentrations. This binding is reversible and has a stereospecificity similar to rat PMN aggregation in response to several LTB4 analogs. This population of binding sites shares many characteristics with a population of high-affinity binding sites in human PMN; however, human PMN bind a significantly greater amount of [3H]-LTB4 to a second population of specific binding sites that is not present in rat PMN. The aggregation responses of human and rat peripheral blood PMN to LTB4 are similar in magnitude and specificity, but unlike human PMN, LTB4 fails to elicit a chemotactic response in rat PMN at concentrations from 10(-10) M to 10(-6) M. Rat PMN also fail to metabolize exogenous LTB4 when compared with human PMN. These data suggest that different PMN functions, such as chemotaxis and aggregation, may involve different classes of specific receptors. The finding that rat PMN do not exhibit chemotaxis to LTB4 calls for a reevaluation of the relevance to inflammation in humans of studies of inflammation performed in rat models.